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Abstract. In recent times, there has been extensive research on fiber-optic imaging devices in order to enable imaging/sensing at a size scale inaccessible to other modalities. The design for fabrication of a highly sensitive fiber-optic ultrasound detector is proposed. The transducer employs a polymer Fabry–Pérot resonator for ultrasound detection. To enhance acoustic sensitivity, a method is proposed for fabricating a self-aligned polymer waveguide within the cavity to improve the resonator quality factor (Q-factor). Simulation studies were conducted to evaluate feasibility and quantify the improvement in Q-factor for different transducer configurations. Results show that with dielectric mirrors and a waveguide, Q-factor can approach the order of 10,000. Additional simulation studies are presented to analyze the effect of cavity shape on the device performance, drawing out the importance of a flat mirror for waveguided devices. Subsequently, results from optical testing of the first iteration of fabricated devices are presented, highlighting the main drawback of this method—the nonideal shape of the waveguiding pillar. Finally, initial results from the second iteration of devices that overcome this drawback are presented, demonstrating the feasibility of creating straight self-aligned polymer waveguides on gold-coated fibers, followed by a discussion on the implications of this work and future steps. © 2018 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE) [DOI: 10.1117/1.JBO.23.10.106008]
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1 Introduction

The use of adjunctive imaging while attempting percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) of chronic total occlusions (CTO) has been shown to reduce procedural complications such as arterial dissection, perforation, and cardiac tamponade. Renal biopsies are another example of a clinical procedure whose success rate could be significantly improved with tissue identification or imaging using a small scale forward-viewing device to differentiate between the cortex and medulla of the kidney. The literature suggests that tissue adequacy and safety are improved with guided-needle biopsies. Among several imaging modalities, intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) has been the most popular choice due to its high resolution and good penetration depth, and several studies have highlighted the efficacy of IVUS in characterizing ambiguous proximal caps, and in providing real-time far-field imaging to assist in CTO lesion crossing. Conventional IVUS transducers are cylindrical phased-array catheters, in which piezoelectric transducer arrays are mounted for side-looking imaging, however, studies highlight that forward-viewing transducers would be more suitable for guiding CTO PCI.

In recent times, there has been a lot of research on all-optical ultrasound (US) transducers to overcome the difficulties involved with electrical connections needed for piezoelectric transducers—a significant advantage considering the small size of catheters typically used to hold the transducer (<1-mm diameter). Optical transducers would also be able to overcome disadvantages, such as low signal-to-noise ratio and crosstalk, which are inherent to small size PZT devices. An additional advantage, significant from a commercialization standpoint, is that these optical ultrasound detectors are suitable for mass-manufacture, owing to the fabrication techniques, which would make them inexpensive to produce. Fiber-optic Fabry–Pérot interferometers, by virtue of their small size and high sensitivities at high frequencies, appear to be an ideal solution.

Some research groups have successfully demonstrated such Fabry–Pérot US receivers fabricated on the tip of fiber-optic cables and in free space. Imaging using arrays of Fabry–Pérot interferometer devices/mechanically scanning a single-element device to simulate an array has also successfully been demonstrated. Fiber-based devices have an advantage over free space due to the ease in delivering excitation light to the area of interest—either as light itself (for photoacoustic imaging) or in the form of ultrasound pulses (by exciting certain materials to produce ultrasound waves by thermoelastic ultrasound generation). For a resonator with small mirror areas, lateral losses due to beam walk-off as a result of multiple reflections at nonnormal incidence become significant. These losses reduce the overall energy of the interferometer, which is equivalent to reduced reflectivity of the mirrors, and cause phase dispersion due to increased path lengths. Therefore, the quality factor (Q-factor) of the resonator is significantly reduced. Li et al. proposed a concave cavity, which confines the beam laterally, as a solution to this problem. A fiber-optic transducer and results from imaging via a raster scan using this type of plano-concave Fabry–Pérot cavity have also been demonstrated to have noise equivalent pressure (NEP) on the order of 10 to 50 Pa. Their technique relies on increasing Q-factor by controlling the curvature of the resonator to exactly match the emerging wave front to refocus the reflected light back into the fiber. This curvature control, in turn, is dependent on...
the surface tension of the polymer medium used to create the plano-concave device and results in a certain fixed thickness for a given base diameter. This restricts the possibility of scaling the device thickness to optimize the device with respect to bandwidth. Extending this technology to fiber bundles also presents significant challenges due to the need for precise volume and alignment control while depositing the polymer layer onto each fiber in order to obtain a curvature that exactly matches the emerging wave front.

This paper proposes a method to improve the $Q$-factor of the Fabry–Pérot detector by providing lateral confinement on a fiber-optic device by writing a self-aligned waveguide into the polymer in the resonating cavity. This method relaxes the requirement on matching the curvature to the emerging wave front, allowing for scalability in thickness to improve sensitivity at bandwidths of choice. Tadayon et al. demonstrated a large size (1" diameter) multimode device employing a step-index profile to reduce lateral losses, in which cylindrical pillars of SU-8 2010 polymer (refractive index: 1.67) were created using photolithography, and a cladding of thiol-ene/methacrylate photopolymer (TM polymer) with 1.53 refractive index was deposited around the pillars. This step-index profile enables total internal reflection within the resonating cavity in a manner similar to optical fibers, thus improving optical finesse from 40 to 200. This paper presents a method to create such a self-aligned polymer waveguide on a fiber thereby achieving high sensitivity at the size scale of a fiber device. Using such a fiber Fabry–Pérot interferometer device with a self-aligned waveguide, a higher $Q$-factor can be achieved leading to higher acoustic sensitivity.

Such a fiber Fabry–Pérot ultrasound device, given its small size (<250 μm), could be embedded inside standard guidewires used in interventional cardiology, or within biopsy needles, to enable photoacoustic tissue differentiation. Tissue differentiation and identification of vulnerable plaque using photoacoustic imaging have widely been demonstrated. Therefore, this device could either be used in conjunction with a scanning mechanism for imaging, or for sensing applications to identify and differentiate tissues during CTO PCI or biopsies. This paper describes the simulation studies used to optimize the design of such a device, initial experimental results demonstrating feasibility of fabricating self-aligned polymer waveguides, and, with the support of simulations, lays down the plan for fabrication of the complete device.

## 2 Proposed Transducer

### 2.1 Principle of Device

A Fabry–Pérot interferometer consists of a resonating cavity formed between two mirrors and an optically transparent medium between them, as shown in Fig. 1(a). Part of the light incident on the mirror gets reflected repeatedly between the two mirrors, with a periodic resonance condition occurring at every wavelength, for which the thickness of the cavity is equal to an integral number of effective half wavelengths (absolute wavelength divided by the refractive index). To detect the ultrasound wave, the intensity of reflected light over a range of interrogation wavelengths is studied, and the value corresponding to the highest slope is chosen for maximum sensitivity. Under interrogation using this optimal wavelength, when the acoustic pressure wave hits the cavity, it changes the thickness of the cavity and consequently the wavelengths, in which optical resonances occur. This results in a change in the intensity of the received light at the tuned wavelength, and thus the ultrasound wave can be detected.

### 2.2 Fabry–Pérot Cavities: Effect of Waveguide on $Q$-Factor

For an ideal resonator, both resonator mirrors are unconfined and perfectly reflecting, and no power is lost during the round trip. However, for a practical resonator with small mirror areas, lateral losses due to multiple reflections at nonnormal incidence become significant, as illustrated by Li et al. These losses reduce the overall energy of the interferometer, which is equivalent to reduced reflectivity of the mirrors, and also cause phase dispersion due to increased path lengths. Therefore, the $Q$-factor of the resonator is significantly reduced. This loss can be compensated for in two ways by: increasing the reflectivity of the mirrors and restricting the diffraction loss in the lateral direction by introducing a waveguide in the resonator cavity. A waveguide can be created in the cavity by inducing a small refractive index change in the resonator medium to create a step-index profile. The following sections describe simulation studies carried out to study the effect of waveguides on $Q$-factor in cavities of different thicknesses to decide the optimal thickness, and the fabrication and testing of a prototype waveguide device. Thereafter, further refined simulation models have been created to study the effect of various physical
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**Fig. 1** Fabry–Pérot ultrasound detector: (a) structure of the device showing NIR wavelength interrogation and (b) shift in resonance upon ultrasound detection.
parameters on the optical performance with a view to use the results from these simulations to guide further development and optimization of the fabricated device.

### 2.3 Optical Resonator Q-factor and Acoustic Sensitivity

An important metric to evaluate the performance of an ultrasound detector is its NEP, the smallest detectable pressure signal for the device. For a Fabry–Pérot resonator, this minimal detectable pressure is inversely proportional to the resonator finesse $F$:

$$\text{Pac}_{\text{min}} = \frac{4qB \left( \frac{\lambda}{F n} \right) Y}{27SI_0 L}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $q$ is the electron charge in Coulombs, $B$ is the bandwidth of the photodetector in Hz, $S$ is the optical detector sensitivity in A/W, $I_0$ is the incident optical beam power, $\lambda$ is the optical wavelength in vacuum, $n$ is the refractive index of the resonator medium, $Y$ is the Young’s modulus of the medium, and $L$ is the cavity length under rest. Finesse itself is defined as

$$F = \frac{\Delta\nu}{\delta\nu},$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $\Delta\nu$ and $\delta\nu$ are the free spectral range (FSR) and full width half maximum of the resonance peak in frequency, respectively.\(^{26}\) Rewriting the $\lambda/F$ term from Eq. (1) in terms of frequency and substituting for finesse from Eq. (2), we get:

$$\text{Pac}_{\text{min}} = \frac{4qB \left( \frac{c \delta\nu}{\Delta\nu \lambda_0} \right) Y}{27SI_0 L n}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Resonator $Q$ factor can be defined as

$$Q = \frac{\nu_0}{\delta\nu},$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $\nu_0$ is the frequency, in which the resonance peak occurs. Additionally, the FSR is defined as

$$\text{FSR} = \Delta\nu = \frac{c}{2nL}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Therefore, using Eqs. (4) and (5), we can rewrite Eq. (3) as

$$\text{Pac}_{\text{min}} = \frac{4qB 2Y}{27SI_0 Q}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

This demonstrates that a higher $Q$-factor for the optical resonator implies a lower NEP and, consequently, a greater acoustic sensitivity. In this paper, therefore, the resonator $Q$-factor has been used as the performance metric to optimize the sensor design.

### 3 Simulation Studies

As described in the previous section, the device will consist of a resonating cavity between two mirrors. Because of its influence on sensitivity, the $Q$-factor of the resonator is one of the most important design criteria around which the device would be optimized. Considering the structure of the device, it was important to account for the following effects that negatively impact the $Q$-factor of the resonator:

(a) The beam broadens as it propagates within the cavity, which causes non-normal incidence on the second mirror, and in all subsequent reflections. Due to these successive reflections between the mirror at non-normal incidence, there is a loss in the power coupled back into the fiber core, i.e., power losses in the lateral direction.

(b) Any loss of energy due to imperfect mirror reflection is exacerbated because of the multiple successive reflections occurring within the cavity.

Therefore, prior to fabricating the device, simulation studies were carried out on the Rsoft Design Suite software with the view to understand the impact of these losses on $Q$-factor and the best device design for minimizing them.

#### 3.1 Waveguide to Address Diffraction Losses

In order to visually demonstrate the efficacy of a waveguide in restricting beam walk off upon transmission over a distance corresponding to several round trips, a simulation study was set up. This simulation has been performed over a thickness of 1000 $\mu$m even though the envisaged final device thickness is only $\sim 20$ $\mu$m in order to understand and compare the beam divergence for the two cases that would result after multiple round trips within the resonator. The refractive index of the material within the cavity was set to 1.5 (comparable to glass). The optical field in the polymer was studied to understand the distribution of energy. As seen in Fig. 2(a), the near-infrared (NIR) field spreads in the polymer to a diameter of around 100 $\mu$m at an axial distance of 800 $\mu$m from the source.

A second simulation was done to evaluate the effectiveness of including the waveguide in containing the field distribution. This was done by selectively modifying the refractive index of the waveguide to mimic the core and cladding of the fiber (1.506 and 1.500, respectively). The results of this simulation are seen in Fig. 2(b). Without a waveguide, there is significant lateral loss in power over a transmission of 1000 $\mu$m. In the case of the device with waveguide, for a distance of 1000 $\mu$m (25 round trips for a 20-$\mu$m-thick device), the power is still restricted within the 9-$\mu$m core, proving the efficacy of the waveguide in reducing lateral losses.

A subsequent simulation of the full device with real dimensions is presented in Fig. 3, which shows a quantitative confirmation of the same effect via improvement in $Q$-factor. The values of the refractive indices assigned to the waveguide and surrounding portions of the polymer were 1.506 and 1.500, respectively. A 45-$\mu$m cavity was simulated between two gold mirrors of 30-nm thickness with and without a waveguide. The corresponding optical resonances confirm that the $Q$-factor was seen to improve significantly—from 1853.33 without a waveguide to 3173.04 after including a waveguide.

Since beam divergence increases with higher thickness, it was expected that the improvement with including a waveguide would be more drastic for thicker devices. To confirm this, a study was done comparing the improvement with the introduction of a waveguide for three different Fabry–Pérot interferometer thicknesses, 20, 45, and 80 $\mu$m. These thicknesses correspond to FSR of 40, 17, and 10 nm, respectively. As
expected, the improvement in $Q$-Factor with the presence of a waveguide is seen to increase with cavity thickness (Fig. 4).

The improvement in $Q$-factor upon the introduction of the waveguide was highest for the 80-μm device, from 3034.01 to 4779.94. In the case of the 45-μm device, the improvement was reduced, and the $Q$-factor changed from 1853.33 to 3173.04. The least improvement, from 1301.04 to 1403.46, was observed in the case of the 20-μm device. These simulations served as a confirmation that a self-aligned waveguide would provide significant improvement to the $Q$-factor of the device (Table 1).

### 3.2 Effect of Mirror Reflectivity on $Q$-Factor

In the work discussed in the previous section, the mirrors for the resonating cavity were 30-nm gold layers. Gold was chosen as a mirror for the preliminary design because of the ease of fabrication, sufficient reflectivity at NIR wavelengths (>95%) used for interrogation of the cavity, and poor reflectivity at UV wavelengths, which need to penetrate the gold layer to cure the epoxy—the optical medium of the resonator. However, since there are multiple successive reflections, there is significant energy lost from the cavity even with 95% reflectivity offered by the gold mirrors. Since the finesse, and therefore, the $Q$-factor of the resonator depend on mirror reflectivity, the $Q$-factor for devices with gold mirrors was not very high. This can be improved using dielectric Bragg mirrors instead.

Dielectric mirrors consist of multiple thin layers of (usually two) different transparent optical materials and offer very high reflectivity (above 99%) because the reflections from the multiple interfaces constructively interfere. Bragg mirrors comprise several dielectric layers, each of which has a thickness equal to quarter of the design wavelength. This design leads to the highest possible reflectivity for a given number of layer pairs and given materials. Tadayon et al. used similar Bragg mirrors in their Fabry–Pérot interferometer in large size multimode devices, consisting of eight quarter-wavelength layers of titanium dioxide ($n = 2.19$) and seven quarter-wavelength layers of silicon dioxide ($n = 1.46$), designed for high reflectivity at 1550 nm.

A 45-μm thick cavity simulated using this design showed an improved $Q$-factor of 7855.96 as compared to 2095.32 with gold mirrors, as seen in Fig. 5. Including a waveguide structure in addition to the dielectric mirrors further improved the $Q$-factor of the device to 10827.66. This is especially significant as it implies that high $Q$-factors may be achieved even at lower thicknesses, which allows for greater acoustic bandwidths.
3.3 Planar Versus Plano Concave Simulation Models

The planar structure described in Secs. 3.1 and 3.2 provides a simplified model to test the improvement in $Q$-factor upon the inclusion of a waveguide. However, this does not accurately describe the structure fabricated on the tip of a single-mode fiber. Dip-coating of the epoxy would result in a plano-concave structure due to surface tension holding the epoxy on the fiber tip surface. In order to accurately model this and understand the effect of cavity shape on the device performance, the planar simulation model was studied in comparison to plano-concave structures. The largest contact angle possible for a plano-concave device would be 90 deg, resulting in a hemispherical drop. For lower contact angles, a gentler curvature on the droplet can be expected. Figure 6 shows a comparison of the optical characteristics of planar and hemispherical devices plotted alongside the focused plano-concave cavity created with the dimensions of the device presented by Guggenheim et al. 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device thickness</th>
<th>80 $\mu$m</th>
<th>45 $\mu$m</th>
<th>20 $\mu$m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Change in $Q$-factor</td>
<td>3034.01 to 1853.33 to 1301.04 to 4779.94 to 3173.04 to 1403.46</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4 The improvement of $Q$-Factor with the presence of a waveguide for different cavity thicknesses.

Fig. 5 $Q$-factor enhancement with waveguides and dielectric mirrors.

Table 1 Improvement in $Q$-factor upon the introduction of the waveguide for different thicknesses.
The total height of the planar and hemispherical devices was kept the same for a fair comparison.

The hemispherical device showed a negligible $Q$-factor of 387.18 (finesse of 3.22) in comparison to the planar cavity with $Q$-factor of 3123.17 and finesse of 26.23 for the planar device. This difference is because the hemispherical cavity is unable to focus light effectively back into the fiber cavity. The focused plano-concave model, on the other hand, can do so most effectively as its curvature exactly matches the emerging wave front. This approach has been used to improve finesse by a factor of 4 as compared to planar devices. An important difference in our approach, however, is the presence of a waveguide—implying a flat wave front as opposed to the divergent beam that would be present in a device without a waveguide. This dictates that we require the second mirror to be as flat and parallel to the first mirror as possible for optimal performance. In order to understand the effect of the device curvature in the case of waveguided devices, a second set of simulations was performed, comparing waveguided hemispherical and planar cavities, presented in Fig. 7.

As expected, the performance of the planar cavity surpassed that of the hemispherical cavity as the flat second mirror is better suited to reflect the plane wave front that emerges from the waveguide.

### 3.4 Plano-Concave Resonators with Gentle Curvature Approaching Flat Mirrors: the Fiber-Ferrule Device

Although it is possible to control the curvature of the concave second mirror to an extent using epoxies with different contact angles, it is difficult to achieve the flat parallel resonator structure required for optimal performance of the waveguided device on a bare fiber. One way to achieve this is to insert the fiber into a ferrule and use the larger surface area to deposit a flat parallel mirror. This approach was evaluated through simulations using a model based on dimensions resulting from experimental measurements of dip-coating using a fiber-ferrule assembly (described in Sec. 4.3). The distance between the tip of the pillar and the second mirror can be varied depending on how far beyond the surface of the ferrule the fiber is placed and secured. To determine to what extent this positioning might affect the device $Q$-factor, and therefore, the tolerance on the position of the fiber with respect to the ferrule, a set of simulation
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**Fig. 6** Comparison of characteristic curves of (a) planar, (b) hemispherical, and (c) focusing resonator structures.
models were designed to scale (for the portion of the device demarcated in Fig. 13) using the contact angle of 37 deg from the experiment described in Sec. 4.3, and the ferrule surface of diameter 1.8 mm.

As shown in Fig. 8, it is observed that the distance between the tip of the fiber and the second mirror significantly affects the $Q$-factor. The $Q$-factor for the device without a waveguide was $1558.30$ (finesse 14.11), and those of the devices with waveguides that were 75%, 85%, 95%, and 100% of the total height of the device were $3113.59$ (finesse 26.20), $3916.51$ (finesse 32.22), $5255.45$ (finesse of 39.79), and $5205.40$ (finesse 40.40), respectively. From this study, it was inferred that the fiber must be positioned above the ferrule at a position such that the waveguide structure is at least 90% of the total device height. Running this test also provides us with the best estimate for the $Q$-factor of a device fabricated using this approach. As discussed in Sec. 3.2, dielectric mirrors in place of the gold mirrors used would result in a significantly higher $Q$-factor.

4 Fabrication

4.1 Bare Fiber Device Fabrication

The first iteration of devices fabricated consisted of plano-concave Fabry–Pérot interferometers constructed on single-mode optical fibers 125-$\mu$m diameter. The following steps...
were followed for fabrication, as presented in our earlier work:28

1. The single-mode optical fiber substrate with $9\text{-}\mu\text{m}$ core and $125\text{-}\mu\text{m}$ cladding was stripped and cleaved to produce an optically smooth surface.

2. A 30-nm gold layer was deposited on the polished surface by e-beam evaporation, forming the first mirror of the resonator, as shown in Fig. 9(a).

3. The gold-coated fiber tip was then dipped into a vial of UV curable epoxy Norland Optical Adhesive (NOA) 81 having refractive index 1.56. The speed of immersion and retraction as well as the depth of immersion were controlled so as to obtain a droplet on the fiber tip, as shown in Fig. 9(b).

4. The droplet was exposed to a UV lamp (Omnicure S1000) having wavelength range of 320 to 500 nm. The exposure was done through the fiber connector, thus selectively curing only the portion of epoxy directly above the core. The fiber tip, along with the partially cured droplet, was then washed in acetone, resulting in an epoxy pillar as pictured in Fig. 9(c). A microscope image of the same is seen in Fig. 10(a).

5. A mixture of epoxies NOA 85 and NOA 81 was made choosing the ratios of the two polymers to achieve an effective refractive index 1.556. The fiber tip containing the pillar was then dipped in this mixture to create the cladding of the device, as seen in Fig. 9(d).

6. This cladding was flood exposed to UV from the front side, thus curing the entire droplet, with the pillar of higher refractive index embedded at its center. A second 30-nm gold layer was then deposited, completing the resonator, as seen in Fig. 9(e). A microscope image of the completed device is seen in Fig. 10(b).

As seen in Fig. 10(a), the wave-guiding pillar was not straight and flat as desired but rather had an irregularly shaped tip, which would adversely affect the performance of the device by distorting the emerging wave front. Experiments conducted to further understand the cause for this are presented in subsequent sections. The completed device was then tested for optical resonance and the results are presented below.

4.2 Results from Testing

4.2.1 Testing for optical resonance

The completed device was then tested for optical resonance on a tunable NIR laser of wavelength range 1510 to 1640 nm via a fiber circulator. Results are as shown in Fig. 11. The top graph shows results obtained on a device manufactured without a waveguide. In this case, the FSR is 2386 GHz. This corresponds to a droplet height of $40.29\text{\,}\mu\text{m}$. The $Q$-factor and finesse of

![Fig. 9 Fabrication steps for fiber device: (a) first mirror deposited on fiber, (b) dip coating in waveguide epoxy, (c) pillar obtained by selective curing, (d) dip coating in cladding epoxy, and (e) deposition of second mirror.](image)

![Fig. 10 Microscope images of the device (a) after fabrication of the wave-guiding pillar and (b) after the dip-coating of the surrounding epoxy.](image)
this device were found to be 5139.80 and 62.79, respectively. The bottom graph shows the improved sensitivity in a device fabricated including a waveguide. In this case, the Q-factor and finesse are calculated to be 7728.50 and 93.94, respectively. Although these data do show a slight increase in the case of the device with waveguide, the sensitivity can be vastly improved if the nonideal shape of the pillar is addressed. Methods to do so are described in the following sections.

4.3 Fiber-Ferrule Device Fabrication

The Q-factor, and therefore sensitivity, of the interferometer increases with greater thicknesses as seen in Fig. 4. However, it is also desirable to have a thin device in order to improve the sensing bandwidth, leading to a trade-off between these parameters for an optimal design of the ultrasound detector. To fabricate resonator mirrors that are as flat and parallel to each other as possible, a method is proposed that employs a glass ferrule to hold the fiber. This increases the surface area available for dip coating of the cladding and thus offers control over the curvature of the cladding and the second mirror. This process was developed to obtain the dimensions for the model presented in Fig. 8, as well as to confirm the feasibility of depositing mirrors with gentler curvature than a hemispherical droplet.

Figure 12 shows the fabrication method proposed. First the 125-μm bare fiber is inserted into a glass ferrule with inner diameter 125 μm and outer diameter 1.8 mm and secured using UV-cured epoxy. The fiber surface is above the ferrule surface as shown in Fig. 12(a). Thereafter, the first mirror is deposited using e-beam evaporation. The gold-coated fiber tip is then dipped into the high-refractive index epoxy used to manufacture the waveguiding pillar resulting in a droplet as shown in Fig. 12(b). The dipped fiber is then exposed to 405-nm UV light through the back connector, and then washed in acetone to remove the uncured epoxy. This results in the waveguiding pillar as depicted in Fig. 12(c). To form the cladding, the combination is dipped into the cladding epoxy to the level of the ferrule, as shown in Fig. 12(d). This results in a droplet with a certain contact angle, depending on the epoxy. As an example, the ferrule shown in Fig. 13(b) resulted in a contact angle of 37 deg when dipped in epoxy stereolithography (SLA) 3-D printer resin. Since this curve is spread over a relatively large area of diameter 1.8 mm as compared to the 125-μm diameter of the fiber, the portion of the mirror above the fiber is almost parallel to the first mirror—meeting this important requirement for the waveguide device as described above. As seen in Fig. 12(d), the distance between the tip of the pillar and the second mirror can be varied depending on how far beyond the surface of the ferrule the fiber is placed and secured. As shown in Fig. 8, it is observed that the distance between the tip of the fiber and the second mirror significantly affects the Q-factor.

Since the goal is to fabricate this device at the smallest possible size scale, it would be desirable to separate the fiber from the ferrule once the device has been completed. There are several ways this can be done:

1. The device can be made on a double clad fiber inserted into the ferrule. In this case, the cladding of the device can be selectively cured using the outer cladding of the fiber, allowing the use of the ferrule to achieve the desired contact angle but still separate the device after fabrication.
2. The portion of the device directly above the fiber can be selectively cured from above using a mask/focused exposure.

4.4 Nonideal Pillar Shape and Refractive Index Tuning

The greatest challenge in our work so far has been to control the shape of the epoxy pillar produced, which serves as the waveguide. A perfectly flat waveguide is essential in order to preserve the flat wave front emerging from the fiber core. To understand the process of UV-curing within the polymer, two sets of experiments were conducted. First, the hemispherical drop of epoxy on the fiber tip resulting from dip coating was exposed to UV light through the fiber connector while varying the duration of exposure. The fibers were then washed in acetone, and the resulting pillars imaged under the microscope. As seen in Fig. 14, the pillars obtained from shorter duration exposures are seen to have a sharp, pointed tip, rather than the desirable cylindrical shape, and a larger mass appears to cure on top of this pointed pillar when exposure time is increased to 60 s. To better understand the shapes of the pillars produced, the study was repeated while keeping the fiber tip immersed in a bulk volume of the epoxy during curing and washing in acetone thereafter. As expected, the shapes obtained reflected complex geometries. A possible reason for this could be because the UV source used to cure the epoxy was broadband, containing wavelengths from 320 to 500 nm, and the fiber is not a single-mode conductor for UV wavelengths. In addition, the curing of the epoxy is a dynamic process, in which portions of the epoxy that get cured first decide the path for UV light reaching the volume beyond. Therefore, it was desirable to use longer wavelengths so that...
their penetration depth is greater than the device thickness, eliminating the complications resulting from progressive curing of epoxies at different depths. Another possibility was to change the epoxy being used since the photochemistry of the epoxy and the photoinitiator also affect the curing process. To test this, fibers were dip-coated in different epoxies and cured using a 405-nm laser through the back connector, and then dipped in acetone to wash away uncured epoxy. It was seen that epoxy SLA 3-D printer resin, designed to cure at 405 nm UV produced pillars that were consistently seen to be straight, perpendicular to the fiber surface, and with flat tops, satisfying our most important requirement. This is seen in Fig. 15.

This experiment confirmed that it was possible to fabricate epoxy waveguides with flat top surfaces by selective curing of UV sensitive epoxies, thus overcoming our biggest challenge. This waveguide structure can be incorporated into either bare fiber devices or fiber-ferrule assemblies as described above. Further, since the waveguide is self-aligned, this fabrication method can easily be extended to fiber bundles as well. Future work shall include complete characterization—optical and acoustic performance—of the devices fabricated with the waveguide and a cladding surrounding the waveguide with the requisite refractive index difference between the two materials for single-mode operation (∼0.006, calculated theoretically and confirmed via simulations), as well as dielectric mirrors for improved reflectivity.

5 Discussion
A method for fabricating all-optical US detectors is presented. This high finesse all-optical US transducer would allow forward-viewing at the size scale suitable for intravascular imaging. A method for creating waveguides to suppress diffraction losses is presented. By incorporating a waveguide into the structure of this device, the lateral power losses incurred can be minimized, improving the $Q$-factor, and therefore, the acoustic sensitivity of the device. Initial experimental results presented a challenge in obtaining straight polymer waveguides with flat top surfaces—essential to preserve the flat wave fronts that would emerge from them. Subsequently, through using longer wavelengths and experimenting with different photosensitive epoxies, experimental results are presented, which demonstrate the successful fabrication of straight, flat waveguides on the fiber substrate. With the help of simulations, a fabrication plan has been developed for completing the entire device. This fabrication method is suitable for use on fiber bundle devices for imaging and also allows for scaling in thickness to optimize detection bandwidth. Future work includes complete device fabrication and characterization to estimate the optical and acoustic sensitivity, NEP, and sensing bandwidth of the device. Such a device could be incorporated into either needle-based sensors to guide biopsies, or standard guidewires used in interventional cardiology for combined IVUS and photoacoustic sensing/imaging—a useful tool to address a range of clinical problems.
including interventions for CTO, which are an important and open clinical challenge.
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